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Introduction

Two linear codes are said to be linearly equivalent if there exists a linear
isomorphism between them that preserves the Hamming weight. Equivalent
codes have the same properties such as length, dimension, minimum distance,
weight distribution and correction capabilities. In coding theory the goal is to
have an efficient and reliable data transmission methods. Thus classification
of codes by equivalence enables to identify the codes that have the same
capabilities.

In cryptography, more specifically in code-based cryptosystems, code
equivalence problem is extensively used in hiding the structure of secret codes
such as in the McEliece-like cryptosystems. Thus proving the difficulty of
this problem enables to design secure cryptosystems. On the other hand in-
troducing an efficient algorithm to solve the problem enables to do efficient
cryptanalysis.

The link between code equivalence problem and graph isomorphism prob-
lem was established by E. Petrank and R. Roth in 1997. Graph isomorphism
problem is a long standing problem in graph and complexity theory. They
provide a polynomial-time reduction of graph isomorphism to permutation
equivalence. This shows that graph isomorphism is easier than code equiva-
lence problem.

Recently the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has
made a call to standardize Post Quantum Cryptography. In response to this
call many cryptographic schemes that rely on Code Equivalence Problem
were proposed.
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Our Contribution

We focus on the permutation version of code equivalence problem. We de-
velop algebraic model that describes the problem where we prove that the
problem is well-described by this model.

We show that given access to a subroutine that decides if two weighted
undirected graphs are isomorphic, one may deterministically decide the per-
mutation code equivalence provided that the underlying vector spaces inter-
sect trivially with their orthogonal complement with respect to an arbitrary
inner product. Such a class of vector spaces is usually called linear codes
with trivial hulls. The reduction is efficient because it essentially boils down
to computing the inverse of a square matrix of order the length of the in-
volved codes. Experimental results obtained with randomly drawn binary
codes having trivial hulls show that permutation code equivalence can be
decided in a few minutes for lengths up to 50, 000.
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